


EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Illicit actors, whether narcotics traffickers, nuclear proliferators, conflict financiers, kleptocrats, large-scale money 
launderers, or terrorists, all share a common need: they must move the proceeds of their criminal endeavors from 
the illicit marketplace into the licit financial system in order to use them effectively. Luxury real estate has become a 
significant pathway for this conversion, facilitated by imperfect information regarding ownership and the details behind 
these substantial financial transactions. This vulnerability affects major real estate markets around the world, including, 
but not limited to, London, Toronto, Hong Kong, New York, Singapore, Doha, Sydney, and Paris. 

Dubai, the largest city in the United Arab Emirates (UAE), has become a favorable destination for these funds due in part 
to its high-end luxury real estate market and lax regulatory environment prizing secrecy and anonymity. While the UAE 
has taken steps to address this issue, its response thus far has failed to fully confront the underlying drivers enabling 
the manipulation of its real estate market. The permissive nature of this environment has global security implications 
far beyond the UAE. In an interconnected global economy with low barriers impeding the movement of funds, a single 
point of weakness in the regulatory system can empower a range of illicit actors. Our research shows that lax regulatory 
and enforcement environments –in Dubai, but also in other financial centers – have attracted criminal capital from 
around the world and offered a pathway into the international financial system for illicit actors and funds.

In this report, we examine seven individuals and organizations, their associated corporate networks, and their real 
estate holdings. We identify 44 properties worth approximately $28.2 million directly associated with sanctioned 
individuals, as well as 37 properties worth approximately $78.8 million within their expanded networks. Each of 
these people has been sanctioned by the United States (US), and many have also been designated by the European 
Union (EU) and EU member states. These networks are, therefore, deserving of particularly intense regulatory scrutiny. 
However, our research reveals that they have invested millions of dollars in luxury UAE real estate while continuing 
to engage in illicit activity within the last few years. These individuals and organizations, including their primary illicit 
activity and country of origin, are:

In nearly every case, we find:

• Properties associated with these individuals are directly connected to information within their sanctions 
designations. We identify a total of 44 properties associated with the primary sanctioned subjects across the 
seven profiles, of which 42 were previously unidentified. 

• Expansive unsanctioned corporate networks, often with direct ties to the individual’s Dubai properties. These 
networks extend to jurisdictions as wide ranging as Syria, Romania, Mexico, Cyprus, Lebanon, Hong Kong, the 
United States, Liberia, and the British Virgin Islands, to name but a few.  

• Extensive use of family and third-party networks like lawyers, business partners, and nominees to obscure 
beneficial ownership of both sanctioned and unsanctioned commercial entities. 

• Ongoing activities for which the individuals and networks were originally sanctioned, activities that are, in some 
cases, more prolific than they were prior to the sanctions.  
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METHODOLOGY
This report presents the findings of a year-long investigation ending in May 2018 of the Dubai property market, offering 
case studies of seven individuals sanctioned by the US, and in some cases also by the EU, all of whom have maintained 
property in Dubai within the last few years. Any mention of “sanctions,” “unsanctioned,” “sanctions designation,” or 
any other such terminology refers to regulatory sanctions levied by the US Department of the Treasury, or in some 
cases the European Union, to apply economic pressure on illicit actors. Through these case studies, we illustrate the 
manipulation of Dubai’s property market for the possible laundering and offshoring of illicit assets, and we show how 
property ownership in the UAE may enable further illicit investments and corporate activity abroad. 

C4ADS based its investigation, in part, on private UAE data compiled by real estate and property professionals and 
provided to the organization by confidential sources. These data, which appear to have been updated last in 2016, are 
assessed to be credible, but do not constitute evidence of the same quality and standard as a property deed, a form of 
official documentation strictly controlled as confidential information in the UAE. As a result, C4ADS has sought, wherever 
possible, to corroborate and re-create this information with a variety of other datasets of open-source information. 
This included, for example, matching information like names, phone numbers, emails, and physical addresses in the 
residency data with information contained within relevant US sanctions designations; international corporate, judicial, 
and property registry records; and trade databases. Recognizing that the data may only represent a snapshot in time, 
we have attempted, wherever possible, to use other online activity to confirm that some of the individuals detailed in 
each case study likely continue to maintain a presence in the UAE. 

C4ADS has chosen not to include specific information on individual residences (such as apartment numbers) to protect 
the privacy of any current, unrelated property owners and to account for possible changes in ownership following the 
collection of these data. For all properties that did not have a specified price, we used commercial aggregators to 
estimate the average cost of units based on pricing for comparable units in the same building or within the same 
community. Properties with a price that has been estimated are immediately followed by an asterisk, and all values, 
originally in Emirati dirham, have been converted to US dollars at the prevailing rate during the period of research 
(between September 2017 and May 2018) for the purposes of this report. The underlying details and documentation are 
available on a case-by-case basis upon request.

For each individual investigated in this report, we conducted focused research to gather additional information on 
their networks and their ongoing and previously unidentified activities, relying on global corporate, trade, property, 
and judicial records and supplemented by native-language media reporting. Data aggregated from these network 
expansions were structured using the Palantir Gotham network analysis platform. Some of our case studies were further 
enhanced using maritime databases and maritime domain awareness technology. Within each case study, our priority, 
wherever possible, was to identify unsanctioned individuals and companies playing key roles in the sanctioned entities’ 
networks, potential avenues for the perpetuation of the illicit activity initially sanctioned.

C4ADS uses official corporate records wherever available, along with commercial credit reports, to attempt to verify 
corporate holdings and commercial relationships. However, this information represents a limited timeframe, and records 
may not be updated regularly, may not be consistent or wholly accurate, and may not have the same standards of 
reporting across jurisdictions, among other limitations. In addition, public records do not reveal all details of operations 
of a company or relationships between entities. Therefore, C4ADS limits its analytical conclusions to those supported 
directly by underlying documentation within the limitations of those documents. 

Our objective was not to make any determinations on the existence or legality of business activities, but rather to provide 
representative case studies demonstrating how sanctioned entities and individuals may be able to use corporate and 
real estate-related obfuscation to evade and adapt to sanctions. This report is not designed to be an analysis of any 
country’s laws or regulations for its real estate or corporate sector, and draws no conclusions about the adequacy of 
such laws and regulations. The mention of any individual, company, organization, or other entity in this report does 
not imply the violation of any law or international agreement, nor should it be construed in any such fashion.

INTRODUCTION 
Real estate is one of the most attractive and widely-used vehicles for moving criminal capital. Total illicit financial 
revenue was estimated at $2.1 trillion in 2009, constituting approximately 3.6% of the global GDP.1 To enter the licit 
financial system, this dirty money typically moves through three major stages of money laundering activity. Placement 
is the manner by which illicit funds are first inserted into the financial system. Layering follows, where these funds are 
moved away from their initial source to conceal the illicit origin. This eventually leads to integration, through which 
criminals can access, spend, invest, or cash out their now “clean” funds.2 The real estate market is ideal for this process. 
Large property purchases, sometimes paid for using cash, and often with no requirements to list associated ownership 
information, not only allow criminals to launder or place large sums of money into the licit system, but can also facilitate 
the three stages of the money laundering process in a single transaction.3 Perhaps due to these attractive money 
laundering qualities, real estate represented 30% of all criminal assets confiscated between 2011 and 2013.4 

Dubai’s real estate market represents a high risk for money laundering. Internationally renowned for its opulence, 
Dubai was officially designated by the US Department of State as a jurisdiction and sector of primary money-laundering 
concern in 2016.5 Sitting at the crossroads of financial flows from Africa, Asia, and the Middle East, Dubai and its property 
market are vulnerable to a host of conditions and factors, identified by the US Department of the Treasury and the 
Financial Action Task Force (FATF), that help to facilitate money laundering through real estate. These include weak 
financial regulation but a strong banking system; a business environment that prizes rapid, aggressive growth; and 
minimal oversight of corporate and property registration practices, resulting in the widespread use of anonymous 
companies and third-party ownership.6 7 These trends have facilitated large illicit financial inflows. In 2010, a US official 
stated that $190 million in cash was smuggled from Kabul to Dubai over the course of just 18 days.8 In February 2018, 
Pakistan’s National Accountability Bureau began an investigation into $8 billion that was illegally transferred from 
Pakistan to the UAE before being invested in luxury real estate.9 To address this issue, the UAE is beginning to work with 
international enforcement bodies to target specific illicit networks, as demonstrated by the recent joint action of the 
UAE and the US, targeting currency exchange networks used by the Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corps – Quds Force.10

Dubai is not the only jurisdiction of concern. New York, Miami, Los Angeles, London, Toronto, Sydney, Doha, Hong 
Kong, and other high-end real estate markets are all widely reported to have large amounts of illicit money flowing 
through their systems, constituting a global security threat.11 12 13 14 15 A 2015 investigation by Transparency International 
uncovered more than £180 million in UK property purchases suspected to be the proceeds of corruption, over 75% of 
which relied on offshore shell companies registered in secrecy jurisdictions to obscure the beneficial owner.16 In the 
United States, a series of “Geographic Targeting Orders” issued by the US Department of the Treasury in 2017 and 2018 
pushed title-insurance companies to collect ownership information for real estate purchases across major metropolitan 
cities, highlighting the extent to which government records lack basic ownership information.17 In Australia, a beneficiary 
of massive capital flight from developing countries, Chinese buyers now represent the largest group of investors across 
the entire property market, by one account pouring AUD 18 billion into Australian real estate in 2016 alone. 18 19 Similarly, 
in Dubai, just 6,236 Indian investors bought AED 20 billion (approximately $3.7 billion) in property in 2016, an average 
price of $593,000 per property as compared to the median per capita income of $1,670 in India during that same year.20 21

Money laundering through real estate supports a wide range of illicit activities. A 2016 FATF report identified major 
vulnerabilities for terror financing in the high-end real estate sector in the US, given loopholes in regulation and reporting 
requirements.22 Similarly, a February 2018 media exposé in Canada revealed that drug traffickers dealing in fentanyl 
had invested CAD $47 million in the Vancouver property market through unofficial cash loans and other mechanisms, 
earning significant interest in addition to laundering their funds.23 Meanwhile, kleptocrats around the world flock to 
invest their ill-gotten gains from corrupt practices in luxury real-estate.24 For instance, in Malaysia’s infamous 1MDB 
scandal, more than $4.5 billion was siphoned away from the country’s sovereign wealth fund, of which at least $315 
million (and possibly more than $1 billion) was later invested in properties across the US and the UK.25 26

This report examines how illicit actors incorporate real estate into their broader commercial activities. Using 
seven unique case studies of US and EU-sanctioned entities, this report outlines how some of the most high-risk illicit 
networks, including narco-traffickers, terror financiers, and nuclear weapons proliferators, have found refuge in Dubai’s 
real estate market. In each instance, we show that not only did these actors appear to own property in Dubai within the 
last few years, but that their ability to own this property also potentially provided them with access to the licit financial 
and corporate system, in turn affording them the opportunity to continue the criminal activity for which they were 
originally sanctioned. 
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SUMMARY OF CASE STUDIES 
This report profiles seven sanctioned individuals designated for a variety of illicit activities. These include grand corruption, 
conflict financing, narco-trafficking, money laundering, support of terrorist activities, and nuclear proliferation. Although 
the associated activity differs across case studies, we find a common logic in how investments in real estate reveal 
critical details of how sanctioned individuals and their networks operate and maintain corporate commercial activities 
– in this case, through the UAE. The case studies, as well as their primary activity and country of origin, are as follows:

These case studies demonstrate that, despite international and domestic prohibitions, sanctioned individuals and 
their associates continue to invest millions of dollars into private luxury real estate. The case studies also highlight the 
wealth of information held in property and residency data, demonstrating how it could be used to identify evasive and 
potentially illicit conduct.

Finally, these case studies illustrate how luxury real estate markets like Dubai are vulnerable to the ongoing commercial 
and financial activities of sanctioned networks that threaten global security. By examining this issue in depth, we aim 
to provide some perspective on the modus operandi used by various networks as they attempt to evade sanctions. We 
also seek to offer essential context for evaluating the effectiveness of official regulatory efforts like sanctions.
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Wael Abdulkarim and     
Ahmad Barqawi

The US Department of the Treasury sanctioned Syrian nationals Wael Abdulkarim and Ahmad 
Barqawi for operating a transnational network of companies in Syria, the UAE, Turkey, Panama, 
and the Seychelles that was being used to circumvent sanctions on Syrian fuel imports. For at least 
two years leading up to their sanctions designation, this duo allegedly used multiple shipping 
and logistics companies to procure and transport aviation fuel and base oils (for use in the Homs 
refinery) from Ukraine and Russia to Syria, providing a critical lifeline to the Assad regime and 
its military operations. The US Department of the Treasury sanctioned both men, five of their 
companies (including Pangates International Corporation Limited (UAE), Maxima Middle East 
Trading Co. (UAE), Morgan Additives Manufacturing Co. (UAE), and Milenyum Energy S.A. 
(Turkey)), and seven of their vessels in 2014 and 2015. The EU and a number of member states have 
also sanctioned parts of this network1 2 

Based on their social media activity, both Barqawi and Abdulkarim appear to reside in the UAE 
as of the spring of 2018, where they each have property holdings. Far from being hindered by 
international regulatory efforts, this duo’s corporate and shipping activity seems to have increased 
since their sanctions designation. Their sanctioned tankers have conducted over 45 shipments to 
the Syrian government-controlled port of Banias between 2015, when the vessels were sanctioned, 
and May 2018. Meanwhile, Barqawi and Abdulkarim’s sanctioned network indicates a high level 
of convergence with unsanctioned intermediaries through shared employees, addresses, and 
phone numbers. Many of these new companies and vessels appear to ship fuel to Syria and may 
be involved in other fuel smuggling schemes in Yemen.

$1 MILLION 3 PROPERTIES
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USE OF REAL ESTATE 

The Barqawi and Abdulkarim families, interrelated through marriage, are tied to three properties in the UAE cumulatively 
worth an estimated $867,067.3 4 The phone numbers, addresses, and emails used on these property listings match 
those included on the official US sanctions designation and public commercial listings for Pangates International and 
Morgan Additives Manufacturing Co., both of which were sanctioned as key companies within the fuel smuggling 
network. The two properties directly tied to the sanctioned individuals are listed below:

Ahmad Barqawi’s brother, Nassim Barqawi, is also linked to one property, which is listed below. Nassim Barqawi served as 
the General Administrative Manager at Morgan Additives Manufacturing Co., a position he still includes on his Zoominfo 
corporate networking profile.5 6 7 He allegedly also served as a shareholder of the sanctioned Pangates International.8 
Properties associated with Nassim Barqawi in the reviewed data used the same address as the sanctioned Morgan 
Additives.9 

Social media profiles affiliated with these three men indicate that they have lived in the 
UAE as recently as March 2018.10 Additionally, Barqawi and Abdulkarim have apparently 
continued to travel internationally despite existing sanctions meant to restrict their 
movement abroad. According to posts from their social media accounts, Ahmad Barqawi 
traveled to Russia in July 2015 and again in July 2017, while Wael Abdulkarim traveled to 
Turkey in July 2015.11 12 13 

These identifiers also help to confirm the nexus between the sanctioned network and 
unsanctioned individuals and companies, many of which appear to be active as of May 
2018. For instance, data from the Panama Papers list Adnan Naim Ibrahim Abdul Karim, 
who is not subject to US or EU sanctions, as one of only two shareholders for the sanctioned 
companies Maxima Middle East and Pangates International.14 15 The Panama Papers also 
indicate that Adnan served as the sole known shareholder of the unsanctioned company 
Vectra International Trading Co., an entity registered in the Seychelles for which public 
information appears nonexistent.16 

Pangates International and Maxima Middle East were both 
sanctioned for arranging illicit fuel and base oil shipments to 
the regime in Syria.17 Many of their unsanctioned commercial 
partners—companies connected by shared identifiers and 
officers—may similarly serve as a bridge between the sanctioned 
and unsanctioned economies. For example, the former Syrian point 
of contact for Pangates International in the UAE now owns and runs 
his own company, the UAE-based Makina Grease & Lubricants 
Manufacturing L.L.C.18 19 20 The company, which specializes in 
fuel and petroleum products exports and trade, declares on its 
website that it exports to Lebanon and Iraq, with an operating 
revenue of $3 million in 2016.21 However, shipment documents 
from December 2016 show that Makina shipped medium base oils 
(used as lubricants in industrial machinery, such as that found in 
refineries)22 to the Syrian port of Latakia—16 months after the most 
recent sanctions against the Barqawi-Abdulkarim network.23 As 
such, unsanctioned companies like Makina that maintain close 
ties to the original sanctioned Barqawi-Abdulkarim network could 
represent a significant risk for ongoing fuel and base oil shipments 
into Syria in violation of existing sanctions.

CONTINUED FUEL SMUGGLING ACTIVITY

Many of the vessels sanctioned as a part of the Barqawi-Abdulkarim network were active as of May 2018, and seemed 
to be shipping fuel to Syria at that time. Almost all of these vessels appear to have changed their names and identifying 
information, and to have changed ownership to new, unsanctioned entities directly associated with the original 
sanctioned companies.24 

For example, Milenyum Energy S.A., registered in Panama and operating out of Turkey, was sanctioned in August 2015 
for arranging regular fuel shipments to the Syrian Government as part of the Barqawi-Abdulkarim network.25  Notably, 
a single shipment in February 2015 was valued at over $7 million.26 After Milenyum was sanctioned, two of the vessels 
that had also been sanctioned changed their names and switched ownership to a company based in Turkey, Arvina 
Trade Ltd.27 Arvina Trade shares two phone numbers with Milenyum Shipping, and according to Equasis data retrieved 
in May 2018, Arvina owns these two sanctioned vessels, one of which appeared to ship fuel to Syria as of May 2018.28 
29 30 In addition, a phone number used by Arvina and Milenyum is registered to an individual named only as “Ufuk,” a 
possible reference to Ufuk Kenar, the director and secretary of Milenyum who was sanctioned by the US Department of 
the Treasury for his direct involvement in these fuel procurement schemes.31 32 33 Entities like Arvina Trade, which have 
ties to the original sanctioned companies owning these vessels, show how Abdulkarim and Barqawi could use new 
commercial organizations to obfuscate ownership and continue regular shipments of fuel to Syria.

Of the seven vessels sanctioned alongside Milenyum, five maintained shipping operations after being sanctioned.34 
Four of these vessels have transported fuel shipments into Syria within the last few months, with three operating as 
recently as May 2018 along the same routes for which they were originally sanctioned, according to maritime domain 
awareness technology.35 36 Since August 2015 (the date of the original vessel designations), the sanctioned vessels have 
cumulatively conducted an estimated 47 trips transporting fuel from Ukraine and Russia to Syria under new names, 
identifiers, and owners.37 Some of these vessels have also transported shipments from Croatia to Syria, a previously 
unidentified supply line within this network.38 Of the companies that now own these vessels, there are six unsanctioned 
companies, several of which are incorporated in secrecy jurisdictions such as Anguilla and St. Kitts & Nevis. Of these six 
unsanctioned companies, three share the exact same address in Anguilla and three share an identical address in St. 
Kitts & Nevis.39 

Finally, there are an additional five vessels and three companies that match the transit patterns, owners, and managers 
of the original sanctioned vessels. Just one of these vessels—the MV Venice—conducted approximately 27 trips 
transporting fuel between Ukraine, Russia, Croatia and Syria between April 2015 and May 2018.40 

The vessels in the Barqawi-Abdulkarim network, including those currently in operation, typically load their petroleum 
cargo in Kerch, Ukraine; Temryuk, Russia; and Rijeka, Croatia, before offloading at Banias, Syria.41 These vessels often 
go dark, losing their Automatic Identification Signal (AIS) while entering and exiting the port at Kerch—a pattern 
corroborated by local bloggers, who allege that on January 16, 2018 one of the sanctioned ships (the MV Alekse) loaded 
2,400 tons of liquefied gas in Kerch while not transmitting its AIS signal.42 

Ahmad Barqawi on a trip to 
Moscow, Russia in July 2017. Source: 

Facebook

An excerpt from a bill of lading, showing Makina Grease & 
Lubricants Manufacturing LLC shipping base oils to Syria in 

December 2016. Source: Sun Logistics (India)

Palantir chart showing connections between the sanctioned vessels, their past and current ownership, and other companies and vessels of interest. 
Color coded by jurisdiction.
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After picking up cargo, the vessels often report a draft change (a measure of how deep a vessel sits in the water, thus 
indicating changes in weight).43 Upon leaving Kerch or Temryuk, they then travel through Turkey’s straits toward 
Cyprus.44 As they approach Syria, the vessels almost always lose their AIS signals for a number of days, after which they 
sometimes report a negative change in draft—an indication that their fuel cargo was offloaded during the period of AIS 
irregularity.45 46 Multifactor analysis of each vessel’s known or estimated speed and the distance between the vessel’s 
location and Banias, before and after the loss of AIS signal, confirms that these vessels have adequate time to travel to 
Banias, offload their fuel cargo, and leave.47 

Vessels in the network have also made suspicious voyages to other conflict 
zones. For example, the MV Maria, sanctioned in August 2015, arrived off 
the coast of Yemen in early April 2016. It then loitered for three months 
near the unofficial port of Sharmah in Hadramut province, a coastline 
notorious for illicit trafficking activity. The MV Maria subsequently lost 
its AIS signal for five months before reappearing in the same location 
for a month and then going completely offline.48 As shown in the image 
on the right, this location has a few structures and affords road access 
to a highway running along the southern coast.49 This road connects 
to Ash Shihr and Mukalla, both known fuel smuggling ports, the latter 
of which was under Al Qaeda control from April 2015 to April 2016.50 51 
The convergence of a ship sanctioned for smuggling fuel into Syria and 
transit activity to a known fuel smuggling hub in Yemen may indicate 
that this network partakes in a more diverse range of smuggling activity 
than was originally known, though this is impossible to confirm without 
additional information.

CONCLUSION

Sanctioned actors Wael Abdulkarim and Ahmad Barqawi invested over $700,000 in Dubai real estate in their own names, 
some of which may be derived from illicit profits earned through fuel smuggling operations to Syria. Despite ostensibly 
being under sanctions restrictions, key members of the group appear to live in Dubai and to have the ability to continue 
their illicit commercial shipping operations as of May 2018. Within the network, sanctioned and unsanctioned companies 
converge in the UAE, where both sets of companies share phone numbers and addresses, as well as owners, managers, 
and shareholders. With some adaptations—such as the sale of sanctioned vessels to unsanctioned companies under 
different names—the network appears to have expanded its operations and seems to have continued the illicit activities 
for which it was originally sanctioned, potentially even expanding into other conflict zones, such as Yemen.
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Hassein Eduardo Figueroa 
Gomez

Hassein Eduardo Figueroa Gomez was sanctioned by the US Department of the Treasury 
in April 2012 pursuant to the Foreign Narcotics Kingpin Designation Act, along with his 
father Ezio Benjamin Figueroa Vasquez and 16 of their associated companies in Mexico and 
Panama. According to information in their designation, both men oversaw the trafficking 
of multi-ton quantities of precursor chemicals from Europe and Africa into Mexico for 
use by major drug trafficking organizations that manufactured methamphetamine for 
eventual export to the United States.1 In 2011, Figueroa Gomez and his father were indicted 
in the US for conspiracy to commit money laundering.2 Pursuant to these charges, Ezio 
was arrested by Mexican authorities and is currently in a US prison.3 4 

Though his father remains incarcerated, Figueroa Gomez may have exploited Dubai as a 
base for continuing his commercial activities. The property data revealed approximately 
$4.34 million in luxury property investments in Dubai. Figueroa Gomez also has seven 
previously unidentified companies in the UAE and Cyprus, with all of the Cypriot companies 
registered using his Dubai address. All of these companies remained active for years after 
his designation. Six of the seven companies have been co-owned and managed by two 
principal commercial partners—Rodrigo Romero Mena and Ochoa Juraez Leopoldo (now 
deceased). Leopoldo seems to have maintained ties to Mexican cartels and sanctioned 
companies.

$4.3 MILLION 3 PROPERTIES
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USE OF REAL ESTATE 

Figueroa Gomez is affiliated with three luxury properties in Dubai with an estimated total value of $4.34 million.5 6 7 
The properties attributed to Figueroa Gomez were confirmed through a combination of information—including phone 
numbers, emails, and physical addresses—used in the original US sanctions designation, UAE real estate data, and 
corporate records for his unsanctioned companies. 

Figueroa Gomez listed the property in Marina Heights as his address for several Cypriot companies for which he served 
as a director and shareholder.8 9 10 11 This address also ties to the shipment of a luxury vehicle from the UAE to the US in 
2016.12 It is unclear if Figueroa Gomez held this property at the same time.

In addition to his property holdings, Figueroa Gomez is also a director and shareholder of three companies in the 
UAE. These companies deal in trade, investment, and the sale of crystal and glass products. The credit report for 
Maestro Investment LLC indicates that the Dubai-based company was involved in real estate and also had a project 
in Guadalajara, Mexico in 2011.13 All three companies were founded prior to Figueroa Gomez’s 2012 designation, but 
continued operations through at least 2014, 2016, and 2016 respectively based on the most recent corporate filings.14 
15 16 Credit reports for these companies do not show current activity as of May 2018.17 18 19 However, there is no further 
information available in the open source on the operations or status of these companies.

According to the Cypriot corporate registry, Figueroa Gomez has also owned and operated four companies in Cyprus, 
one of which is still active but which may be dissolved pending continued inactivity. These companies all shared the 
same address, that of their local agent.20 This is a common pattern, particularly in non-transparent jurisdictions like 

Cyprus, where companies use the contact information of a local corporate services provider to avoid providing identifying 
information.21 Figueroa Gomez’s companies operated in general trading, investment, construction, and real estate.22 23 24 
25 Similar to the pattern observed in the UAE, these companies were incorporated prior to Figueroa Gomez’s designation 
in 2012 but continued operating for a number of years afterwards. All but one of the companies were rendered inactive 
in 2015.26 27 28 29 The one listed as active as of May 2018, Greenfield Studios Limited, is the only company 100% owned by 
Figueroa Gomez, although it was given a three month notice of dissolution pending further inactivity in October 2017, 
a full five and a half years after Figueroa Gomez’s designation.30 31 However, the company appeared to be listed in the 
corporate registry with the same status as of May 2018.32 

UNSANCTIONED CORPORATE PARTNERS

Along with Figueroa Gomez, there are two additional co-directors and shareholders of interest across the seven 
unsanctioned companies. The first is a Mexican national, Rodrigo Romero Mena, who is the only other co-director 
and shareholder associated with the three UAE companies affiliated with Figueroa Gomez.33 34 35 36 Though there is 
little personal information on Mena, he is listed in the examined property data as being associated with a penthouse 
property in Dubai, in the luxury Pentominium Tower that has yet to be completed as of 2018.37 38 Mena also served as 
a co-director on three of the four Cypriot companies affiliated with Figueroa Gomez before they became inactive.39 40 41 

Separately, Mena is a director for one additional active company, registered in Canada in 2016, for which there is no 
further information on the nature of its activities.42 He appeared on Canadian corporate records as a director for this 
company alongside three other individuals, one of whom is a Mexican national, and who shares an address with Mena 
in Jalisco, Mexico, suggesting a previously undiscovered potential nexus back to Mexico. Based on his ownership and 
co-directorship of companies in the UAE and Cyprus, it appears that Mena is a longtime associate of Figueroa Gomez, 
working alongside him both before and after his designation as a narcotics kingpin.

The other co-director and shareholder was a Mexican national named Ochoa Juraez Leopoldo. Leopoldo served on the 
same three Cypriot companies as Mena, all of which continued operations after Figueroa Gomez’s designation but are 
now inactive.43 44 45 On these companies’ official registry filings, Leopoldo listed the same address used by five of the 15 
Mexican companies sanctioned alongside Figueroa Gomez.46 Local Mexican media sources suggest that Leopoldo may 
have been a Mexican drug trafficker involved in the cartel’s Middle East business relations before he was killed in drug-
related violence in December 2012.47 48 

Excerpts from corporate registration documents for one of Figueroa Gomez’s three companies in the UAE, showing his overlapping ownership with 
Rodriguo Romero Mina. Source: Cedar Rose
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CONCLUSION

Narcotics kingpin Hassein Eduardo Figueroa Gomez appears to have operated multiple commercial trading companies 
in Dubai and has invested approximately $4.34 million in property holdings. All of his companies – three in the UAE and 
four in Cyprus – remained actively listed in the respective corporate registries following his designation. At least one 
of these companies is still listed as active as of May 2018. Two unsanctioned individuals, Mena and Leopoldo, have co-
owned or co-directed all of the companies alongside Gomez. In Leopoldo’s case, he listed an address matching multiple 
sanctioned companies. Finally, through these entities, there appear to be ties to companies in Canada and additional 
addresses in Mexico.
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Kambiz Mahmoud Rostamian

Kambiz Mahmoud Rostamian was sanctioned by the US Department of the Treasury in February 
2017 for procuring controlled materials and other illicit technology on behalf of the Iranian 
government in support of its ballistic missile program. As detailed in his designation, Rostamian 
used the Iran-based MKS International and the Dubai-based Royal Pearl General Trading to 
procure dual-use components while obfuscating the ultimate end-user of these materials.1 

Rostamian has been associated with two properties in Dubai worth just under $1 million.2  He has 
also maintained a company in the UK (on which he lists his Dubai address associated with the 
properties) and another in Poland, both of which appear to be active as of May 2018.3 4 The email 
Rostamian used in the property records identified another Royal Pearl employee, Sasan Bagher 
Sharifi, who may have served as the sanctioned company’s president and who at some point also 
worked for a chemical materials manufacturer in Iran.5 6 7 8 Sharifi appears to also be affiliated with 
three additional properties in Dubai, each associated with the same email.9  An expanded view of 
Rostamian and MKS International’s corporate relationships in Austria and South Korea also reveals 
companies that sell potential dual-use materials.10 11 

$2.7 MILLION 5 PROPERTIES
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USE OF REAL ESTATE 

The US Department of the Treasury’s 2017 designation of Rostamian identified a Dubai address in Jumeirah Islands.12 13 
An extensive search of Rostamian’s identifiers, including phone numbers and email addresses associated with him in 
the property data, corroborated his connection to this property and identified connections to an additional property in 
the Armada Towers.14 The properties represent a total estimated value of $971,900.15 

The email address that Rostamian used was a Royal Pearl General Trading also associated with Sasan Bagher Sharifi. 
Sharifi himself is associated with three additional properties, also linked with this email and listed below.16 

In addition to his Royal Pearl email, Sharifi appears to be the registered owner of multiple Royal Pearl phone numbers.17 
18 19 He possibly also served as the sanctioned company’s president.20 21 A second email used by Sharifi on his properties 
suggests he may also be affiliated with Palad Chemical Trading Company Arak (a.k.a. Palad Chemical Arak Company),22  
a chemical and fertilizer manufacturer based in Tehran, Iran.23 24 

ROSTAMIAN’S INTERNATIONAL CORPORATE NETWORK

Rostamian’s Dubai address has also appeared in his filings as sole director of the 
UK company BTS International Ltd, a position he held as of May 2018.25  The only 
other BTS International employee is an Iranian national who shares a family name 
with both a manager and the CEO of Rostamian’s other sanctioned company, MKS 
International.26 27 28 BTS International’s description of its services appears ambiguous 
and includes “professional, scientific and technical activities not elsewhere 
classified.”29 

Rostamian’s corporate activities touch on a number of additional jurisdictions. 
In Poland, Rostamian was listed as the sole member, shareholder, and Chairman 
of the Board for Venergy Corporation LLC, an active company as of May 2018.30 
Rostamian and his sanctioned company, MKS International, also appear to be listed 
as the regional partners for two companies—one in Austria and the other in South 
Korea—on both companies’ current websites as of May 2018.31 32 Both companies 
sell materials with a potential dual-use capacity: the Austrian company, a defense 
contractor, produces explosion suppression materials, while the South Korean 
company specializes in scanning electron microscopes (SEMs) and scanning camera 
systems.33 34 These products may meet nonproliferation export control requirements 
due to their possible utility in ballistic missile production, according to consultation 
with non-proliferation experts.35 36 37 

CONCLUSION

In addition to Rostamian’s identified use of UAE front companies to procure materials for the Iranian government’s 
ballistic missile program, he has been associated with almost $1 million in Dubai property within the last several 
years. The information listed on these properties is also related to Rostamian’s unsanctioned corporate associate, who 
is himself affiliated with the sanctioned Royal Pearl General Trading, as well as an unsanctioned chemical-materials 
manufacturer in Iran. Rostamian also appeared to be a director and shareholder on two unsanctioned companies in 
the UK and Poland, one of which uses his Dubai address, as of May 2018. Further, Rostamian and the sanctioned MKS 
International have seemingly acted as a regional corporate representative for companies that produce materials with 
potential dual-use applications in ballistic missile development and production. Thus, despite sanctions restrictions, 
Rostamian appears to maintain both access and venue through which he could potentially acquire and relay dual-use 
components for the benefit of the Iranian government.

UK corporate records show that 
Rostamian serves as a director of BTS 

International Ltd.
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The Altaf Khanani Money 
Laundering Organization

In 2015 and 2016, the US Department of the Treasury sanctioned the Altaf Khanani family—
which consists of Pakistani national Altaf Khanani, his brother Javed, his son Obaid, his nephew 
Hozaifa, and associate Atif Polani—for operating a transnational money laundering organization 
known as the Khanani Money Laundering Organization (the Khanani MLO).1 2 This organization 
reportedly laundered upwards of $16 billion annually for Al Qaeda, the Taliban, Hezbollah, Mexican 
and Colombian drug cartels, and Chinese organized crime groups, to name just a few of its clients.3 
The Khanani MLO allegedly used an unofficial hawala-style network to move billions of dollars in 
illicit proceeds through a network of money exchanges that operated parallel to the family’s now-
inactive money-exchange business, Khanani & Kalia International (KKI), based in Pakistan.4 5 6 

KKI, alongside Altaf and Javed Khanani, was indicted by the Pakistani Federal Investigation Agency 
(FIA) and had its license revoked in 2008 for its role in the Khanani MLO and for defrauding the 
Pakistani government of massive foreign reserves, a scheme later credited with causing a national 
economic downturn around 2008.7 8 Additionally, between 2015 and 2016 the US Department of 
the Treasury levied sanctions against the five core Khanani MLO figures; their Dubai-based center 
of operations, Al Zarooni Exchange; and nine companies based in the UAE and Pakistan that 
facilitated the organization’s money laundering activities.9 10 

Altaf Khanani was arrested in 2015 and extradited to the US, where he is currently incarcerated.11 
His brother Javed Khanani died in 2015.12 Most recently, the Australian Federal Police opened an 
investigation into a UAE-based exchange company, Wall Street Exchange, for aiding the Khanani 
MLO’s activities.13 

$22 MILLION 59 PROPERTIES
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USE OF REAL ESTATE 

Despite ongoing law enforcement proceedings and the incarceration and death of Altaf and Javed Khanani respectively, 
the sanctioned Obaid and Hozaifa Khanani, as well as Atif Polani, seem to have continued their commercial operations 
while leading comfortable lives in Dubai and Karachi. A thorough analysis of the available property data shows that the 
sanctioned members of the Khanani and Polani families have been associated with 27 properties worth approximately 
$15.11 million. 

The personal information associated with the first 27 properties is linked to an additional 32 properties worth $6.66 
million, which appear to be held by immediate family members and their close corporate associates.14 Additionally, the 
Khanani and Polani families maintain direct ties to 14 unsanctioned companies in Pakistan, the UAE, the US, and the 
UK, some of which are apparently active money exchanges transferring money to Pakistan as explored further below. 
Each of these unsanctioned companies has a sanctioned Khanani MLO member as a manager or shareholder, uses the 
same identifiers as sanctioned companies, or has allegedly dealt directly with sanctioned companies or persons.15 16 17 18 
19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 

AL ZAROONI EXCHANGE

The Dubai-based Al Zarooni Exchange, run by Atif Polani and Obaid Khanani, and sanctioned in November 2015, 
reportedly acted as the Khanani MLO’s center of operations for a number of years prior to its designation by the US 
and the revocation of its license by the UAE.28 A commercial listing had four companies listed as corporate partners of 
Al Zarooni, one of which is a subsidiary of the Emirati government.29 30 This UAE company, Instant Cash (also known 
as Instant Cash Global Money Transfer), is owned by the Emirates Post Group, a branch of the UAE government.31 32 
The Emirates Post Group also owns Wall Street Exchange, another money exchange company that was reportedly 
under investigation by the Australian Federal Police for its involvement in the Khanani MLO, according to a February 
2018 article by ABC Australia.33 There was no further publicly available information on the dates or nature of these 
relationships. UK corporate records show that Wall Street Exchange owns three similarly-named subsidiaries in the 
UK that were the subjects of a UK Metropolitan Police investigation in 2015, as self-reported by these companies on 
their 2017 annual account summaries.34 35 According to the directors’ summary, the companies’ assets were seized and 
subsequently released, although the company’s directors were still under investigation by UK authorities as of 2017.36 37 

Al Zarooni also claimed a relationship with Placid Express, a US money exchange based in New York.38 As detailed 
below, Placid Express is separately associated with the Khanani MLO through Prime Currency Exchange Ltd. Prime 
Currency is a UK-based remittance company previously owned and operated by Javed Khanani prior to his sanctions 
designation and during a period wherein he allegedly conducted money laundering activity.39 40 During Javed’s tenure, 
Prime Currency reported ongoing financial transactions with Global Village Pakistan, a Pakistani money exchange 
owned and operated by Altaf Khanani.41 Javed was replaced in 2004 by Pakistani national Naeem Butt, who joined 
Prime Currency the same day Javed left and who used the exact same address in London.42 Butt also served as a KKI 
director, alongside Javed and Altaf Khanani, from at least 2005 through 2008 (at which point KKI went inactive), the 
same time period leading up to KKI’s indictment in Pakistan and the revocation of its license for illicit financial transfer 
practices.  43 44 45 This also indicates that Prime Currency’s financial relationship with the Khanani family continued 
uninterrupted from Global Village to KKI.

Prime Currency began remitting funds via KKI in 2005, a financial relationship it maintained until it switched to Placid 
Express (the US-based money exchange) in 2009.46 According to its annual account summary statements, Prime 
Currency transferred £121 million to Pakistan via Placid Express and other unnamed money changers between 2009 
and 2013.47 Prime Currency stopped reporting the specifics of this relationship in 2013, although on its annual accounts 
summaries the company did report a continuing relationship through July 2016.48 Prime Currency appeared to be active 
as of May 2018, having filed an accounts summary as recently as July 2017.49 In addition to the company’s US operations, 
Placid Express maintains offices in Canada, Italy, and Malaysia.50 

On its website, Placid Express also claims to provide money-transfer services through a partner in the UAE.51 The UAE-
based money exchange Placid Express Middle East LLC is likely this UAE-based partner, given its compellingly similar 
name and its additional ties to the Khanani MLO and the UK-based Prime Currency Exchange, as discussed below. 
Placid Express Middle East shares multiple phone numbers with Kay Zone General Trading LLC, a US-sanctioned 
company directly owned by multiple Khanani family members.52 The UAE-based Placid Express Middle East is likely 
further tied to a shareholder of the aforementioned UK company Prime Currency Exchange, whose registered postal 
address in the UAE property data matches the listed address of Placid Express Middle East.53 54 55 These overlapping 

A comparison of Javed Khanani’s information when he resigned as a 
director and shareholder of Prime Currency, and Naeem Butt’s information 
when he joined as a director and shareholder of Prime Currency. These two 

events occurred on the exact same day. Source: UK Companies House

An excerpt from Prime Currency’s 2013 annual accounts summary, where the company details its relationship with US-based money exchange Placid 
Express. Source: UK Companies House
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connections indicate possible commercial relationships between the UK, US, and UAE money exchangers. Social media 
analysis shows that former employees claim to have worked at Placid Express Middle East through at least February 
2017, 15 months after the first designation and four months after the final sanctions against the Khanani MLO in October 
2016.56 

CONCLUSION

The Khanani MLO has laundered billions of dollars annually for criminals, terrorists, and narco-traffickers while seemingly 
accruing immense real estate holdings in the UAE. The volume and value of the properties associated with sanctioned 
members of the Khanani MLO—59 properties worth approximately $21.8 million—suggests the potential use of this real 
estate as a vehicle for money laundering.

The identified properties and the associated contact information help connect the Khanani MLO to 14 unsanctioned 
companies in the UAE, Pakistan, the US, and the UK, some of which appear operational as of May 2018. Furthermore, 
money exchanges in the US and UK with direct relationships to sanctioned Khanani MLO figures and their companies 
have moved well over $100 million to Pakistan and still appear to be active.57 58 The corporate relationships between 
the Khananis and Polanis, as well as their real estate holdings, suggest that the network maintains at least some of the 
infrastructure required to conduct illicit finance.
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Hossein Pournaghshband

The US Department of the Treasury sanctioned Hossein Pournaghshband and his UAE-based 
company, Mabrooka Trading Co. LLC, in January 2016 for their procurement of polyacrylonitrile 
(PAN) fibers for use in a carbon fiber production line on behalf of the Iranian government’s missile 
program.1 2 Pournaghshband reportedly obtained these materials from the Hong Kong-based 
Anhui Land Group Co LTD, which is owned by Chinese citizen Chen Mingfu.3 Both Anhui and 
Chen were sanctioned by US authorities in January 2016, alongside Candid General Trading LLC, 
another UAE-based company that shared an address with Mabrooka Trading and allegedly aided 
its procurement efforts.4 Chen was later named in another US sanctions designation, in February 
2017, for assisting in the procurement of the same material for another sanctioned Iranian supplier 
related to the Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corps.5 

Pournaghshband has been associated with $3.1 million worth of residential and commercial 
property investments in Dubai according to the examined property data.6 The phone numbers 
associated with these properties link him to another logistics and shipping company using the 
same identifiers and operating in both the UAE and China.7 Furthermore, phone numbers shared 
by Mabrooka Trading and Candid General Trading (and reported on Dubai properties associated 
with Pournaghshband) are also used by an Iranian-linked electronics company that shares the 
same address as Mabrooka and Candid in Dubai.8 9 This Iranian company may share a manager 
with Mabrooka Trading, as explored further below.10 11 Finally, the sanctioned Hong Kong-based 
Anhui Land Group may share a name with an unsanctioned Chinese company that manufactures 
general industrial instruments with potential applications for carbon fiber manufacturing, and 
which claims to manufacture expert-certified nuclear grade cables.12 13 14 

$3.1 MILLION 5 PROPERTIES
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USE OF REAL ESTATE 

The property data indicate that Pournaghshband has been associated with five properties in Dubai valued at $3.11 
million.15 16 

Pournaghshband’s properties are associated with multiple phone numbers, emails, and an address shared with 
Mabrooka Trading.17 Pournaghshband’s contact information associated with the properties in the data also matched 
multiple commercial listings for a cargo and logistics company with operations in the UAE and China, both of which are 
jurisdictions where Pournaghshband’s network previously operated.18 

POURNAGHSHBAND’S & MABROOKA’S EXPANDED CORPORATE NETWORK

Pournaghshband has maintained a number of 
additional relevant corporate affiliations, including 
relationships with unsanctioned companies whose 
operations span the UAE, Iran, China, and beyond. 
For example, and as discussed below, Mabrooka 
Trading has exhibited a historical commercial 
relationship with ATB Sever, a Serbian company 
within the ATB Group.19 As indicated on  its 
website, ATB Sever manufactures electromotors 
for use in a range of technical contexts, including 
“nuclear and thermal power plants.”20 In addition 
to jointly attending conferences with Mabrooka 
Trading in 2011, Sever used a Mabrooka email as 
its contact information in an Iranian oil and gas 
commercial directory.21 22 ATB Sever also claimed 
a trading relationship with Iran, currently serves 
as a supplier for the Iranian company Atoorsanat, 
and included Iran under the areas of expertise for 
four employees on its website as of May 2018.23 24 25 

Separately, Taksa Co., a Dubai-based electronics 
distributor, shared its phone number, fax number, 
and address with Mabrooka Trading and Candid 
General Trading – information also associated 
wtih Pournaghshband-linked properties.26 27 
28 These shared identifiers appear in an online 
electronic parts marketplace profile for Taksa.29 
30 While “Taksa Co.” does not appear in any other 
official Dubai registries, the company is similar 
in name to Taksa Electronics Company, an 
automation and electronic components design 
and supply company based in Isfahan, Iran.31 32 The 
Iranian company’s managing director appears 
to be Mehdi Tafvizi, an individual whose name 
is identical to a Mabrooka Trading marketing 
executive.33 34

In 2010, the Mehdi Tafvizi associated with Mabrooka Trading attended a conference in China as a Mabrooka Trading 
representative.35 His listed email and phone numbers (those of Mabrooka Trading) are associated with properties 
linked to Pournaghshband in Dubai.36 37 38 Based on the commonality in both name and contact information, “Mehdi 
Tafvizi” may be the same executive associated with the Dubai-Taksa Co., the Iran-based Taksa Electronics Company, the 
Mabrooka Trading network, and possible activities in China.

THE CHINA ANGLE

Further exploration of Mabrooka’s commercial ties to China revealed a potentially related unsanctioned company that 
was still in operation as of May 2018. According to his sanctions designation, Pournaghshband worked with Anhui Land 
Group Co. (formerly named China Mabrooka Trading Company LLC) in Hong Kong, which was sanctioned for procuring 
carbon fiber-related materials on behalf of Pournaghshband’s network.39 40 Anhui Land Group in Hong Kong is located 
in a stall in a Hong Kong mall shared with several other companies, and it bears the same name as a manufacturing 
company based in mainland China, Anhui Land Group.41 42 43 44 The Chinese characters for the Hong Kong and mainland 
companies are nearly identical, differing by only one character, a discrepancy explained by mainland China’s use of 
simplified Chinese versus Hong Kong’s use of traditional Chinese.45 46 The unsanctioned mainland Chinese company 
produces measurement instruments, wires, cables, and voltage distributors.47 Additionally, the sanctioned director of 
the Hong Kong-based Anhui Land Group, Chen Mingfu, had resided at one point in Tianchang, Chuzhou, Anhui, China.48 
This is the same city and province where the mainland Anhui Land Group is located.49 

A picture from Pournaghshband’s Facebook shows him at a conference where 
Mabrooka jointly presented with Sever. Source: Facebook

Pournaghshband, his sanctioned network (highlighted in red), and the unsanctioned 
corporate connections

A LinkedIn profile for Mehdi Tafvizi stating that he works at Mabrook Trading in the UAE

A comparison of the Chinese names of the Anhui Land Group in China and Anhui Land Group in Hong Kong reveals that the two are nearly identical, 
with the difference accounted for by traditional vs simplified Chinese
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CONCLUSION

Pournaghshband used the UAE as a base for his procurement activity on behalf of the Iranian government’s missile 
program. This allowed him to conduct a wider scope of activity than previously recognized, with corporate structures 
that directly parallel the geographic and operational profiles of his sanctioned network. He is tied to $3.11 million worth 
of property in Dubai, and data associated with these properties tied him to two unsanctioned companies trading in 
the UAE, Iran, and China – the three jurisdictions in which he previously conducted sanctioned activity. One of these 
companies, an Iranian electronics corporation, appears to share a manager with Mabrooka Trading. Separately, a Chinese 
company that bears striking similarities to the Hong Kong company sanctioned for assisting procurement activity is still 
active and dealing in potentially applicable materials. 
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Rami Mohammed Makhlouf

Rami Mohammed Makhlouf is a cousin of Syrian President Bashar al-Assad and is generally known as one 
of the richest men in Syria.1 In this capacity, Makhlouf has become a key enabler of the regime, assisting 
the Syrian government economically and financially. Makhlouf was sanctioned by the US Department of 
the Treasury in 2008 for being a corrupt beneficiary of the Syrian regime, and was then sanctioned by 
the European Union (EU) in 2011 for aiding the regime’s human rights abuses.2 3 The US and EU similarly 
sanctioned his brothers, Ihab, Iyad, and Hafez Makhlouf, as well as his father, Mohammed Makhlouf, 
and his cousin, Mohammed Hassan Abbas, for providing material and financial assistance to the regime, 
enabling its human rights violations, and benefitting from the regime’s public corruption.4 5 Between 2008 
and 2017, at least 14 companies associated with Rami and his immediate family were sanctioned by US 
and EU authorities.6 7 8 9 However, further investigation showed that Makhlouf, his family, and his corporate 
associates have also owned, directed, and controlled dozens of unsanctioned companies in Syria, Lebanon, 
the UAE, Romania, Austria, and the British Virgin Islands, some of which were still active as of May 2018.10 11 
12 13 14 15 16 

As discussed below, Rami and his brother Ihab are associated with at least $3.17 million in Dubai real estate. 
The property data also show that these two share contact information with Amira Mourej, his mother-in-
law, who is also associated with a property in Dubai worth approximately $700,000.17 18 In addition to their 
personal relationships, Makhlouf, Mourej, and their immediate family networks have shared commercial 
holdings in Romania, Austria, and Lebanon, some of which converge around several other sanctioned 
affiliates.19 20 

The properties associated with the Makhloufs in Dubai were also linked to two UAE-based companies, 
Medtrade FZE and Ladessa Holding FZCO, through shared contact information with both Rami Makhlouf 
and his close commercial associates, Sami Barakat and Ammar Sharif.21 22 Sharif is an EU-sanctioned 
Syrian businessman designated in October 2016.23 Both Sharif and Barakat reportedly hold ownership or 
management stakes in multiple sanctioned companies affiliated with Rami Makhlouf.24 25 26 27 28 

$3.9 MILLION 5 PROPERTIES
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USE OF REAL ESTATE 

Rami and his brother Ihab Makhlouf are associated with multimillion-dollar properties on the UAE’s Palm Jumeriah as 
detailed above.29

A close examination of the phone numbers, emails, and addresses used by the Makhloufs in the property data showed 
that property associated with Amira Mourej (Rami’s mother-in-law )30 31 used the same identifiers.32 

Beyond this personal relationship, Mourej and her family maintain commercial connections to Makhlouf and other 
sanctioned individuals, as detailed below.

MAKHLOUF‘S EXPANDED CORPORATE NETWORK

Lebanese corporate records showed that Rami and Ihab Makhlouf served as founders and members of the following 
three unsanctioned companies in Lebanon, each of which declared its operations as owning, managing, financing, and 
operating other companies:33 

• Middle East Law Firm SAL
• Trudi Holding SAL
• Dom Development Holding SAL

As of 2017, Rami Makhlouf also served as a member of Rock Invest Holding 
SAL and a founder of Drex Telecom (DTH) Holding SAL.34 However, his 
name was withdrawn from both active companies’ official records over the 
past year, indicating that Makhlouf’s corporate associations were adjusted 
as recently as 2017.35 

The personal identifiers listed alongside the properties associated with 
Rami and Ihab were also used by two unsanctioned companies in the UAE: 
Ladessa Gulf Holding FZCO and Medtrade FZE.36 37 

Ladessa Gulf Holding is a general trading company in Dubai that used 
the same email address as properties associated with Rami Makhlouf.38 39 
Makhlouf was also identified as the company’s contact person on a public 
commercial listing of Jebel Ali-registered companies.40 Open-source phone 
registration records indicate that Ladessa’s phone and fax numbers appear 
to belong to Sami Barakat, a close corporate associate of Rami Makhlouf.41 
Barakat previously held senior positions at Cham Holdings, a company 
sanctioned by US and EU authorities for involvement in public corruption, 
as well as ties to Rami Makhlouf.42 43 Barakat also worked at Syriatel, another 
sanctioned company that was majority-owned by Rami Makhlouf and 
administered by his brother, Ihab.44 45 46 

In addition to his ties to Makhlouf, Barakat maintained separate connections to the Assad regime. He served as a 
managing director and shareholder for Allied Consultant House, a consultancy firm based in Syria, as of May 2018.47 48 
Barakat’s co-directors also previously held managerial roles in the Rami Maklhouf-affiliated and US and EU-sanctioned 
Cham Holdings.49 Allied Consultant House claimed to provide services to “Aamal,” a Syrian NGO also known as the Syrian 
Organization for the Disabled.50 51 Aamal was founded at the behest of Asma al-Assad, President Bashar al-Assad’s wife, 
and it continues to maintain close ties to her. 52 53 

The other UAE company associated with Rami Makhlouf is Medtrade FZE. Medtrade shared an email address with 
Rami Makhlouf and shared phone numbers with Sami Barakat, according to public commercial directories that list the 
company’s contact details.54 55 Additionally, one of Medtrade’s other phone numbers was used by Ammar Sharif, an EU-
sanctioned Syrian businessman and Assad regime financier who appeared as the company’s point of contact in several 
public commercial listings.56 57 58 59 

In addition to his presence in the UAE, Sharif has served as a founder, shareholder, or administrator for a variety of 
commercial entities in Romania, Austria, Lebanon, and Syria that also link him to Rami and Ihab Makhlouf. 

• In Syria, Sharif served on multiple unsanctioned companies, sometimes with the sanctioned Makhlouf brothers, 
including Byblos Bank Syria, Unlimited Hospitality Ltd, Solidarity Alliance Insurance Company, and Al-
Aqueelah Takaful Insurance Company.60 61 

• In Lebanon, Sharif is a registered founder and 99.8% shareholder in the active, unsanctioned holding company 
Rock Invest Holding SAL as of May 2018. In 2017, Rami Makhlouf was a member of the board of Rock Invest, 
a position he has since left.62 Rock Invest owned the majority of shares in a Romanian company with a similar 
name, which has since been dissolved.63 

• In Romania, Sharif separately served as an administrator for Domicilum SRL, a real estate company suspended 
in 2009 under unknown circumstances.64 He held this position alongside Kaswarah Othman, his brother-in-
law.65 66 67 

• In Austria, Sharif was affiliated with two companies, Pendulum SRL and Laudisia SRL. For Pendulum SRL, 
Sharif held shares in conjunction with Nader Mohammed Wajieh Kalai.68 Kalai was formerly the CEO of Syriatel 
Mobile Telecom SA, Syria’s largest telecommunications provider, which was sanctioned in 2008.69 Syriatel was 
owned by Rami Makhlouf and operated by Ihab Makhlouf, who served as the company’s vice chairman as of 
2011.70 71 

These commercial relationships demonstrate the degree of convergence between Makhlouf’s sanctioned and 
unsanctioned networks across the Middle East, Europe, and beyond. They also show how associates such as Ammar 
Sharif and Sami Barakat extend the Makhlouf network’s transnational reach and provide a bridge between sanctioned 
actors and unsanctioned commercial activities.

For example, Rami’s UAE property holdings shared an address with a Syria-based company, East Mediterranean 
Tobacco Company, as shown in the ICP credit report pictured above.72 73 The company was managed by Mohammad 
Hassan Abbas, Rami’s cousin who was also sanctioned by US authorities in 2017.74 75 In addition to his Syrian company, 
Abbas maintains a variety of roles in five Lebanese companies, four of which were active and unsanctioned as of May 
2018. Many of the directors and shareholders for these companies also served in the same capacity for Rami and Ihab 
Makhlouf’s unsanctioned companies. Abbas’s corporate holdings in Lebanon have included:76 

• Mountec Holding SAL77 

• General Company for Spare Parts GENCO Limited78 
A commercial listing for Ladessa Gulf Holding FZCO, 

with multiple identifiers that link back to Rami 
Makhlouf and his associates. Source: UAEContact

A credit report for East Mediterranean Tobacco Company reveals that Mohammad Abbas serves as Executive Manager
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• STS Offshore79 

• First Aid SAL80 

• Barly Offshore SAL (sanctioned)81 

Through his Lebanese companies, Abbas also maintained an indirect relationship with Delos Offshore, the Lebanon-
based shareholder in Horaizing SRL that was tied to Rami Makhlouf through shared directors of both his sanctioned 
and unsanctioned companies. This relationship is further explored below.

MAKHOUF’S CONNECTION TO ROMANIA 

Rami Makhlouf’s mother-in-law, Amira Mourej (also known as Amira Mourei),82 is married to Walid Ali Othman, the 
Syrian Ambassador to Romania and former Ambassador to Moldova.83 84 85 86 One of Rami’s brothers-in-law, Kaswarah 
Othman, was associated with multiple commercial holdings in Romania and Austria that relate back to Rami Makhlouf 
and his corporate network.87 88 

In Romania, Mourej’s family purchased military land in 2014, which had been used by NATO forces as recently as July 
2017, using a company that maintained connections with sanctioned individuals, including Rami Makhlouf.89 Kaswarah 
Othman, son of Mourej, became a prominent shareholder in the Romanian company Horaizing SRL in 2009, shortly 
after the company purchased a portion of the Capu Midia military base.90 Mourej later reportedly took over her son’s 
shares.91 Then, in 2014, Horaizing was acquired by Delos Offshore SAL, a Lebanon-based company.92 Through shared 

employees, Delos Offshore had ties to seven other companies owned or managed by Rami and Ihab Makhlouf and their 
sanctioned cousin, Mohammed Hassan Abbas, as of May 2018.93 Only one of these companies (Barly Off-shore SAL) is 
sanctioned, and the remaining six appeared to be active as of May 2018.94 The chart above illustrates these relationships. 

CONCLUSION

Rami Makhlouf was sanctioned for acting as both a principal enabler of the Syrian regime and a benefactor of regime 
corruption. Despite multiple individual and company-specific sanctions designations, Makhlouf and his network appear 
to maintain a much more extensive corporate footprint, with companies currently operating outside of Syria, as well as 
$3.17 million in luxury property associated with Rami’s sanctioned brother, Ihab. These properties shared identifiers 
with unsanctioned companies in the UAE and Syria, as well as multiple Makhlouf associates who helm commercial 
enterprises across Lebanon, Romania, Austria, and other offshore jurisdictions. The related Romanian companies’ 
holdings include land used by NATO troops for military exercises. Through corporate networks such as these, only a 
fraction of which were likely uncovered here, the Makhlouf family is able to continue evading sanctions and supporting 
the Syrian war economy while leading luxurious lifestyles abroad.

Overlap in shareholders between Rami and Ihab Makhlouf’s unsanctioned companies and their cousin Mohammed Hassan Abbas’ sanctioned and 
unsanctioned companies in Lebanon. Only overlapping shareholders depicted here. Source: Lebanon Commercial Registry

Highlighted in red, connections between the Mourej family, Delos Offshore SAL and its officers, and Lebanese companies linked to the sanctioned 
Rami Makhlouf, Ihab Makhlouf, and Mohammad Hassan Abbas. Source: Lebanon Commercial Registry
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The Amhaz Network

Lebanese brothers Kamel Mohamed Amhaz and Issam Mohamed Amhaz were sanctioned 
by the US Department of the Treasury in July 2014 for aiding the procurement of sophisticated 
electronics for military equipment, including unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) used in Hezbollah 
military operations in Syria and Israel.1 The brothers acquired these electronics using their Lebanon-
based company, Stars Group Holding, and its affiliated subsidiaries, which are listed below and 
were included in the designation.2 

• Unique Stars Mobile Phones LLC (UAE) 
• Stars International Ltd (China)
• Stars Communications Ltd (Lebanon)
• Teleserve Plus SAL (Lebanon)
• Stars Communications Offshore Sal (Lebanon)
• Fastlink SAL (Lebanon) (also identified as Fastlink SARL by OFAC)3 

According to the property data, Issam Amhaz has been affiliated with property in Dubai worth 
approximately $815,000.4 However, as discussed below, Kamel, Issam, and the other Stars Group 
directors also maintain an expansive network of unsanctioned companies and corporate affiliates 
with significant interests in the UAE, Lebanon, the US, Liberia, and beyond. These previously 
unidentified companies include additional small electronics companies, African oil interests, 
real estate investment companies, and arms contractors. Across these companies, the Amhaz 
brothers have five partners of particular interest. These individuals each have additional, distinct 
investments, including $70 million in property in the UAE and significant real estate holdings in the 
US.5 6 Individual partners are also connected to corruption schemes in Liberia, money laundering 
activity in Lebanon, and possibly the US.7 8 9 10 

$70 MILLION 13 PROPERTIES
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credit reports for an additional four companies in the UAE that also dealt in mobile phones and small electronics.22 
Two of these four additional companies shared an address with a sanctioned Amhaz company in Dubai, according to 
company credit reports last updated between 2014 and 2017.23 

UNSANCTIONED AMHAZ-LINKED COMPANIES

In addition to their sanctioned companies, according to official public records Kamel and Issam Amhaz have maintained 
various roles, including those of founder, shareholder, partner, director, and member of the board on several unsanctioned 
companies based in Lebanon and Hong Kong, including:

• Unique Stars International Limited (Hong Kong)24 
• Liban Stars SAL (Lebanon)25 
• Special Operations Group SAL (Lebanon)26 
• Amhaz Original (Lebanon)27 
• KAF Investments SAL (Lebanon)28 
• Arctic North Company for General Trading SAL (Lebanon)29 

Further investigation revealed that each of these companies was 
tied to sanctioned entities via common shareholders and company 
officers. In one example, Issam Amhaz held 100% of the shares 
in and was the sole employee of the unsanctioned Hong Kong 
company Unique Stars International Limited, which appeared 
similar in name to the sanctioned Amhaz-linked mainland Chinese 
company Stars International Limited.30 31 On public records for 
Unique Stars, Issam listed his address as Chiyah, Old Saida Road, 
Dallas Centre, 6/F, Beirut, Lebanon– the same address listed by 
the US Department of the Treasury for the sanctioned companies 
Fastlink SAL, Stars Group Holding, and Teleserve Plus SAL.32 Unique 
Stars International was still listed as active as of May 2018, although 
there is almost no online presence or open-source information 
available on its activities.33 

In another example, the sanctioned Lebanese company Fastlink SAL appears to have changed its name to KAF 
Investments SAL at some point in 2018, several years after Fastlink was sanctioned.34 KAF Investments listed Kamel 
Amhaz as a founder alongside two individuals who appear to be family members.35 One of these individuals also served 
as a founder, shareholder, and board member of the sanctioned Stars Group Holding.36 While Kamel Amhaz previously 
held 99% of shares in the sanctioned Fastlink SAL, he was not listed as holding shares in KAF Investments as of May 2018. 
Beyond these findings, it would not be immediately apparent that KAF Investments could be affiliated with Fastlink 
SAL or the sanctioned Amhaz network.

USE OF REAL ESTATE 

Property data show that one of the sanctioned Amhaz brothers (Issam Amhaz) is associated with one property in Dubai. 

Hezbollah has previously blended real estate and commercial investments as vehicles for procurement and money 
laundering.11 12 As detailed by the US Department of the Treasury in its designation summaries for the now-sanctioned 
Tajideen and Tabaja networks, both groups used real estate to launder and re-invest illicit funds on behalf of Hezbollah.13 
14 

Issam’s identity and affiliation with the property was confirmed by his use of emails and an address on property records 
that corresponds to three different sanctioned companies within the Amhaz network, companies that will be discussed 
below.15 

Two additional individuals explored further below, Mohammad Jawdat Ayesh Mustapha Al Barghouthy and Ali 
Mohammad Salem Abu Adas, had previously appeared on paperwork for companies alongside the sanctioned Kamel 
Amhaz according to commercial credit reports and documents from the Lebanese Ministry of Justice.16 17 They are also 
associated with several Dubai land plots, hotels, and residential buildings, as listed below, cumulatively worth roughly 
$69.6 million.18 19 Their ties to two of these plots were corroborated by online commercial listings.20 21 

The extent of Abu Adas and Al Barghouthy’s involvement with sanctioned companies alongside the Amhaz brothers 
remains unclear, but is detailed further below. However, Abu Adas and Al Barghouthy were both listed on company 

Hong Kong corporate documentation showing Issam Amhaz, 
using a Lebanon address shared with sanctioned companies, 

as sole shareholder of Unique Stars

The Lebanese corporate registration for the sanctioned Fastlink SARL (renamed KAF Investment SAL in 2018) shows that Abu Adas and Al Barghouthy 
cofounded the company with Kamel Amhaz
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THE WEST OIL SCANDAL 

Upon further investigation, one of Safieddine’s Lebanese companies 
reveals its involvement in previously reported illicit activity. On his 
Bayt.com professional networking profile, Safieddine claimed to have 
founded and formerly served as an associate to the CEO for West Oil 
Investment, one of the two largest petroleum importers in Liberia as of 
2014.62 63 He also claimed that West Oil was a “family business.”64 

One of Safieddine’s business partners in West Oil Investment, Jamal 
Abdelhussein Basma, was blacklisted in 2001 by the UN and prohibited 
from traveling due to his role as an “informal advisor” to former Liberian 
President Charles Taylor.65 Despite this restriction, the Liberian Chamber 
of Commerce listed Basma as President of West Oil Investment in 
Liberia as recently as April 2018.66 Both Basma and Safieddine were 
also listed as officers in the Lebanon-based West Oil Investments Co 
Sal Off Shore, for which Safieddine appeared as a registered founder 
and legal representative in Lebanese Ministry of Justice documents, 
while Basma appeared as a founder, shareholder, manager, authorized 
signatory, and the President of the Board in Lebanese Ministry of 
Justice documents.67 

Previous investigations by the UN Panel of Experts (UNPOE) in Liberia 
found that West Oil Investment, along with two other companies tied 
to Basma, colluded with Edwin Melvin Snowe, former director of the 
state-owned Liberian Petroleum and Refining Company (LPRC), who 
also happens to be the former son-in-law of Charles Taylor.68 69 West Oil 
was accused of defrauding the UN Mission in Liberia (UNMIL) of $1.77 
million by overcharging UNMIL.70 In August 2004, the UN, under Security 
Council Resolution 1532, froze Snowe’s assets for his involvement in this 
corrupt self-enrichment scheme.71 

The UNPOE investigation also discovered that throughout this corruption scheme, Snowe maintained a personal bank 
account in Lebanon that received hundreds of thousands of dollars from the Lebanese company Creative Investments 
SAL.72 These transfers continued after Snowe’s assets were frozen by the UN in 2004.73 Corporate records published by the 
Lebanese Ministry of Justice listed four employees for Creative Investments SAL, three of whom are Jamal Abdelhussein 
Basma, Ghassan Basma (his relative), and Achraf Safieddine, who was listed as the company’s founder, shareholder, 
member of the board, and legal representative.74 This discovery suggests that not only did Safieddine have ties to the 
company that allegedly originated the fraud and corruption scheme, but he also had a connection to the company that 
transmitted the corrupt proceeds from Liberia to Lebanon, likely through the international financial system. 

THE US NEXUS

Safieddine maintained significant ties to the United States. The website for his Lebanese law firm, The Law Office of 
Achraf A Safieddine, listed Premiere Equities Group as a sister company in the US as recently as May 2018.75 As indicated 
on the law firm’s website, Premiere Equities Group in Canoga Park, California (CA), provided real estate investment 
services and was located at 7353 Canoga Ave., Canoga Park, CA 91303.76 Safieddine also listed Canoga Park, CA as his 
location on what appeared to be his Twitter account.77 There is no company in California going by this exact name, but 
business records from the California Secretary of State show that the similarly-named company Premiere Equities and 
Investment Group Inc. was registered at the exact same address in 2008 and listed an individual named Bill Jamal as 
owner and sole registered director.78 Jamal was listed as the sole registered director for eight additional companies also 
registered at the same address.79 80 

THE UNSANCTIONED CORPORATE PARTNERS 

Although the Amhaz brothers and their sanctioned affiliates had an expansive corporate network surrounding them, 
five individuals stand out. These individuals either related directly to sanctioned companies or appeared in documents 
as being tied to unsanctioned companies alongside the Amhaz brothers. As detailed in the following sections, these 
connections separately link the larger network to other small electronics companies, grand corruption in Liberia, money 
laundering through Lebanon, and US real estate holdings. 

Mohammad Jawdat Ayesh Mustapha Al Barghouthy and Ali Mohammad Salem Abu Adas, as noted above, have had 
significant commercial real estate investments in the UAE and appear to have been tied to sanctioned companies with 
Kamel Amhaz. It is important to note that corporate records do not indicate the strength and nature of relationships 
between these actors nor their current degree of involvement in shared commercial activities. Al Barghouthy was the 
majority shareholder of the sanctioned Unique Stars Mobile in the UAE according to commercial credit reports from 
August 2014.37 Al Barghouthy and Abu Adas appear to have been listed as founders of the sanctioned Fast Link SAL in 
Lebanon, according to the Lebanese Ministry of Justice and commercial credit reports.38 39 Additionally, Al Barghothy 
and Abu Adas co-own a network of four cell phone companies in Dubai.40 Commercial credit reports for two of these 
unsanctioned companies have listed the same address as the sanctioned Unique Stars Mobile Phones LLC.41 

One of the unsanctioned companies, Fast Telecom General Trading LLC, was listed in commercial credit reports as 
an affiliate of the sanctioned company Unique Stars Mobile Phones.42 Records reviewed indicate that the name of Fast 
Telecom was changed from Fast Link Mobile LLC in September 2014 to Fast Telecom, eight weeks after the designation 
of Fast Link Mobile SAL in Lebanon.43 

Separately, Hussein Fahd Rahal, Jihad Hussein El Annan, and Achraf Assem Safieddine have each, at one time, been 
listed on Lebanese Ministry of Justice documents alongside Kamel Amhaz.44 45 These three individuals have also been 
associated with a number of other Lebanese companies, often overlapping in corporate affiliations, as shown in the 
chart below. This network includes a company named Special Operations Group, founded by Kamel Amhaz, which 
renewed a weapons import license through the Lebanese government that was valid through 2016.46 47 48 49 50 According 
to records from the Lebanese Ministry of Justice, Amhaz may no longer hold shares in the company,51 52 but it appeared 
to be active as of May 2018.53 

Achraf Assem Safieddine is a lawyer active in Lebanon who appeared on Lebanese Ministry of Justice records as the legal 
representative for the sanctioned company Teleserve Plus.54 Safieddine was also affiliated with two of Kamel Amhaz’s 
unsanctioned companies in Lebanon, as well as 17 other companies alongside the aforementioned El Annan and 
Rahal.55 In addition to these 19 companies, there are 62 additional telecommunications, shipping, and trade companies 
for which Safieddine is a legal representative, shareholder, founder, or director.56 Safieddine’s law offices claim to have a 
sister company in the US, an angle explored further below.57 

Safieddine has been associated with two Lebanese law firms, Law Offices of Achraf A. Safieddine and Safieddine, 
Khoury and Jezzni Law Office. The first law firm’s website, as of May 2018, listed services including offshore company 
incorporation (including in multiple secrecy jurisdictions), real estate acquisition in Lebanon and the US, and advice on 
legal defense regulations for the US, Lebanon, Qatar, the Czech Republic, and other jurisdictions.58 Through this firm, 
Safieddine has been associated with at least four companies dealing in weapons and security.59 60 Two of the security 
companies that the law firm claimed to have worked with were founded, owned, or managed by Safieddine, El Annan, 
Rahal, or Kamel Amhaz.61 

The Lebanese corporate holdings of Safieddine, El Anan, and Rahal show a high degree of convergence, including overlap with Kamel Amhaz

The relationships underpinning the Liberian West Oil 
Scandal

Registration documents from the Lebanese Commercial Register show Jamal Basma and Achraf Safieddine in their roles with West Oil Investment 
and Creative Investment. Source: Lebanese Commercial Registry
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Jamal and Safieddine appear to have a personal connection via 
social media, with Safieddine being one of Jamal’s eleven followers 
on Twitter.81 They also appeared to maintain a corporate affiliation 
via Infinity Commercial L.A. On the professional networking site 
Bayt.com, Safieddine claimed to work with the California-based 
Infinity Commercial L.A.,82 while Bill Jamal was the sole employee 
of the California-based Infinity Commercial LLC,83 which listed the 
same address as Premiere Equities Group in Canoga Park, California 
according to the company’s corporate filings as recently as May 
2018.84 85 

Safieddine also appeared to maintain significant property holdings 
in California. He was associated with at least two plots as of May 2018 
and was previously listed as the owner for an additional two plots.86 
Within records for one of these properties that included an official 
deed of sale, Safieddine listed his personal address as 7353 Canoga 
Ave., Canoga Park, CA – the same address as Premier Equities Group, 
Infinity Commercial LLC, and ten other companies administered by 
Bill Jamal.87 On the deeds of sale for the two properties for which 
Safieddine was listed as an owner as of May 2018, a fifth property 
address was listed that corresponds to a property (owned by Jamal) 

that sold for $3.1 million in 2007.88 89 Separately, Safieddine was linked to three properties in Massachusetts and Florida.90 

When taken together, Safieddine, Jamal, and the businesses using the shared address of 7353 Canoga Ave. were associated 
with an additional 25 properties in California.91 These properties appear to be a mix of residential and commercial real 
estate, and many were valued between $1-2 million.92 Between 2000 and 2017, according to a commercial real estate 
record provider, Safieddine, Jamal, and the associated companies exchanged ownership of the properties amongst 
themselves, often transferring them for substantially lower prices as compared to the original purchase prices.93 In one 
case, shown below, Jamal appears to have purchased a property for $950,009 in 2010 and then resold this property to 
Safieddine for $400,000 in 2011.94 Similarly, Jamal bought a second property for $2,135,021 in 2000, and sold it to Infinity 
Commercial LLC (a company affiliated with Jamal, Safieddine, and the 7353 Canoga Ave. address) for $1,475,000 one 
year later.95

Such activity does not necessarily constitute any wrongdoing, although the trends seen above are listed as risk indicators 
associated with money laundering via real estate, according to the Financial Action Task Force’s (FATF) report Money 
Laundering & Terrorist Financing Through The Real Estate Sector.96 The relevant indicators identified by FATF include 
property undervaluation, the use of proxy owners, and frequent revolving sales designed to obfuscate ownership over 
time.97 98 

Elsewhere, Safieddine also had overlapping property affiliations with Akram Basma, who was linked to US properties 
and to the Liberian petroleum sector.99 In addition to his involvement in the previously discussed Liberian oil scandal 
involving Jamal Basma and West Oil, Akram Basma was also blacklisted by the UN in 2001 as an informal advisor to 
former Liberian President Charles Taylor.100 Akram Basma has owned or directed five oil companies: three in the US  
and two in Liberia, one of which was involved in corruption schemes according to the UN.101 102 103 104 105 The other two US 
petroleum companies, which are now inactive,106 previously bought and sold properties in Florida and Colorado, in some 
cases selling these properties back to Akram Basma. He has bought and sold at least 10 properties between himself 
and his petroleum companies, with properties spanning California, Colorado, Florida, and New York.107 One of Akram 
Basma’s properties in Florida was also previously listed as a personal address by Safieddine.108 

CONCLUSION

Kamel and Issam Amhaz were originally sanctioned for aiding Hezbollah military operations through the procurement 
of sophisticated electronics later used to develop UAVs deployed in Syria and Israel. Though six of the Amhaz brothers’ 
companies were originally sanctioned, the brothers have played founding, managerial, and ownership roles in six 
additional unsanctioned companies in Lebanon and Hong Kong. While Issam was associated with one property in 
Dubai, the network of individuals surrounding the Amhaz brothers, comprised of multiple unsanctioned companies 
and their affiliates, was collectively associated with $69.5 million in Dubai real estate. The network of individuals around 
the Amhaz brothers has been tied to corruption and illicit finance schemes in West Africa, private security and weapons 
importation companies in Lebanon, and a significant portfolio of US-based properties. Altogether, there is compelling 
evidence that the wider Amhaz network had the infrastructure to move substantial amounts of money, as well as 
market access to small electronics and arms procurement, while also maintaining a significant property and commercial 
footprint.

The property deed for a plot owned by Achraf Safieddine on which he lists a fifth address. Source: Property Shark

Property ownership records show the transfer of property between Safieddine, Jamal, and Infinity for prices significantly lower than the original 
purchase price. Source: Property Shark

Premiere Equities Group as featured on the law firm’s website
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CONCLUSION
Our case studies are intended to highlight the systemic vulnerabilities in Dubai’s real estate sector and the various 
methods through which illicit criminal actors exploit such markets to expand their commercial operations—all while 
evading sanctions prohibitions designed to block their access to the international financial system. Collectively, these 
case studies demonstrate how the perils of lax regulation and enforcement go well beyond economic impact alone, 
particularly in sectors as vulnerable to money laundering as real estate. Ultimately, the transformation of Dubai’s 
property market into a haven for illicit capital has far-reaching implications for global stability and security, enabling 
and facilitating global purveyors of corruption, crime, extremism, and terror.

This report focused exclusively on US-sanctioned individuals who have held UAE property in their own names. However, 
this is an extremely narrow subset of illicit actors, and ostensibly among the highest risk, so these case studies very likely 
represent only a fraction of the potential illicit activity with ties to the UAE’s property market. The examples presented 
in this report are only a small sample of a much larger, more diffuse set of criminal and illicit actors manipulating real 
estate assets across several problematic jurisdictions, including the UK, Australia, Qatar, and the US. The same indicators 
and typologies we identify in Dubai are likely also applicable across high-risk property markets around the world. For 
example, the Amhaz brothers and their key unsanctioned associates not only established and served on 132 companies 
in the UAE and Lebanon, but also maintained property holdings in the UAE worth $69.6 million and substantial property 
holdings across multiple jurisdictions in the US.

The costs of encouraging unrestricted and unmonitored capital inflows by de-prioritizing transparency and accountability 
have not truly been captured. These costs extend far beyond elite enrichment, to also include direct facilitation for some 
of the world’s most destabilizing actions.

• Criminals benefit from a broad regulatory loophole whereby most jurisdictions do not subject their real 
estate agents and title insurance companies to anti-money laundering reporting or regulation requirements, 
safeguards that are now considered standard in the financial services and banking sectors.1 2 Governments, 
particularly in vulnerable real estate markets, must develop better processes to identify high-risk clients and 
submit them to enhanced due diligence. For example, one such manifestation could be the adaptation of 
“Know Your Customer” checks that are mandatory within the banking sector.

• Illicit actors hide their true ownership of property through various methods, including the use of shell companies, 
corporate nominees, and family associates. Demanding and maintaining additional beneficial ownership 
information regarding the identity of the true purchaser at the time of sale would significantly assist regulatory 
and enforcement efforts within the real estate sector. Pairing ownership information with enhanced legislative 
tools, such as the UK’s new Unexplained Wealth Orders, could amplify various governments’ ability to locate, 
track, and ultimately disrupt the investment of illicit capital in real estate markets globally.

• Individuals seeking to manipulate real estate for unlawful purposes benefit from sporadic enforcement. Although 
the US Department of the Treasury’s Financial Crimes Enforcement Center (FinCEN) has issued anti-money 
laundering guidance and reporting requirements for the real estate sector, these requirements have been 
consistently waived for the last 15 years and the actual application of any standardized checks is not mandatory.3 
Geographic Targeting Orders (GTO’s) represent the first systematic effort to collect such information in the US, 
and in more than 30% of the real estate transactions identified under GTO’s, the purchaser or beneficial owner 
had previously been the subject of a Suspicious Activity Report (SAR).4 

Ultimately, a poorly regulated real estate sector goes far beyond just allowing illicit investment; it also directly facilitates 
the highest tier of global threats – from terrorism and organized crime to corruption and conflict financing. Disrupting 
these threats will require substantial improvements in the policing and monitoring of the international financial system, 
particularly through the closing of information gaps in luxury real estate markets around the world.
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